The use of a library of industrial materials to determine the nature of substrate-dependent performance of primary adherent human cells.
We developed a library of industrial materials, which can be applied to any adherent cell type for determining cell-material interactions. Bulk and surface chemistry as well as other material properties were characterized. The library covered broad ranges of various material properties. We applied the library to primary human endothelial and epithelial cells, which play important roles in tissue engineering and biomedical applications. The results revealed that substrate stiffness was the major determinant of cell performance. The ability to grow and differentiate on stiff or more compliant materials was cell type-dependent, but cell performance was consistently best on stiff and smooth materials. These results give new insights into the nature of substrate-dependent performance of primary human cells and are potentially useful for the development of improved biomaterials. The materials of the library can be easily accessed by the scientific community to determine cell-material interactions of any adherent cell type of interest.